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ABSTRACT

The Einstein-Hilbert lagrangian function R is expressed in terms of the chronometri-
cally invariant quantities introduced by Zel'manov, for an arbitrary four-dimensional metric j<;.
The chronometrically invariant tlirce-space is the physical space iap - gap — goa9o^/soo- whose
determinant is 7. The momentum canonically conjugate to lap is K™^ = —^{K"^ — y ^ i f ) ,
where Kaff ~ jdt1a0 and dt = |poo \'^da is the chronometrically invariant derivative with respect
to time. The Wheeler-DeWitt equation for the wave function *f is derived. For a stationary space-
time, such as the Kerr metric, ira'J vanishes, implying that there is then no dynamics, as expected.
The formalism coincides with that of Arnowitt, Deser and Misner when the space-time cross-terms
go a are absent.
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INTRODUCTION

It was pointed out some time ago by ZePmanov[l] that the physically most important
quantities in the general theory of relativity, that are not invariant under a general coordinate trans-
formation i1 —. x''(x>), ought still to be invariant under the chronometric group. The transfor-
mation is then unrestricted as regards the time coordinate (the choice of which is thus completely
arbitrary), but requires the spatial coordinates to transform only among themselves, so that

X
x" (1)

where i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 and a = 1,2,3.

This observation is relevant whenever the time parameter is singled out for special treat-
ment, as in the hamiltonian formulation of general relativity, which has been set up in detail by
Arnowitt et al. (2] (see also Wald [3] for a recent discussion). The interval is written in the form

= {N2 - NaN
a)(dx°)2 -2Nadx0dx" - ga0dxadxfi , (2)

where M is the lapse function and Na is the shift vector. The coordinates qal3 are the components
9ap = Qap of the four-metric gi;, and the canonically conjugate momenta p™1" are given by the
expression

ir^=-^(ka0~gaPK) , (3)

where ga0 = ga" - NaN0, g = ,ff) and Kap is the extrinsic curvature, defined as

1 . ,
(4)

where a dot denotes differentiation with respect to time xn and a bar | denotes covariant differen-
tiation in the three-space gap.

It is interesting now to make a comparison with the chronometrically invariant formalism.
The metric ga/3 defines the three-space obtained by setting the coordinate time equal to a constant,
dxlj = 0. I3ut that choice is not invariant under the transformation (1) and to show this explicitly,
we rewrite the interval (2) as [1J

ds7 = e2*(dx° + gadxa)2 - i^

where the fields <j> and ga are defined as

e2* ~ -goo, ga = goa/gm

and the chronometrically invariant three-space is

2

(5)

(6)

(7)
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Thus, fap coincides with ga0 if gn = 0 (thai is, if Na = 0). It is defined on the time slice

dx° + gad-x." = 0, which is equivalent 10 soiling dxa = 0 *'.

Here it is convenient to define the chronometrically invariant partial derivatives with

respect to lime and space, which are

-e ~*do, 'da - C8)

respectively. The covariant derivative related to 'da is denoted by *Va. The commutators of these

derivatives can be written as
'dadt — d(da = Eadt

and f (9)

where the chronometrically invariant functions Ea and Hap (essentially the gravito-electric field
and the gravito-magnetic field, respectively) are given by the formulae

and

EfM = — * 9 a < ^ — i

Hap= ire*('da

(10)

The remaining chronometrically invariant quantities that we shall require are the three-
dimensional Ricci tensor Qap, defined from 7 ^ in the same way that Rtj is calculated from gy,
after replacing all derivatives da by "da, and the time derivatives Kag of -y^, and their trace, which
are defined as

K"8 dKafl = I K = (ID

At the classical level, of course, all canonically conjugate pairs of coordinates qafi and
momenta p"P are equivalent, as long as the theory is constructed in a self-consistent way. In pass ing
to the quantum theory, however, it is known |4 | that different classical formulations {that is, the use
of different coordinates qap) will in general lead to different wave functions f , each of which
obeys the respective Wheeler-DeWitt equation 15] WV - 0, where W is the hamiltonian operator
(The wave function must also obey a momentum constraint, as discussed below.) The classical
hamiltonian in the formalism [2] is the component R% - ^R - T# = 0 of the Einstein equations
where units are chosen such that 87rmp2 = 1, and mp is the Planck mass. But this component is
not chronometrically invariant - the chronometrically invariant hamiltoniun is *// = e~2*Rco +
%R~ e-2*Tan = 0, which will lead to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation • « ¥ = 0.

[.ei us now derive this equation.

Tli isdi l terciKT between (he liHnuilisnis | ! | and | 2 | w;is ciupliiisi/ed 10 me by M.A.I i . MiicCiillum.

2. THE DERIVATION OF THE WMEELER-DE WITT EQUATION

It is proven in [ i | thai the chronometrically invariant components of any second-rank
tensor Zy are e~2*Zoi>, e~*Z$ and Z"^, and hence it is in terms of these components of the Ricci
lensor Hi,, and of the metric 7 ^ , that the Ricci scalar R must be expressed. The answer is

R = - (12)

as can be verified by a straightforward expansion of the left-hand side. Expressions for e~2*floo
and R"P have been obtained in 11), and in the present notation are

EaE" - dtK

and

• y ( a B « _ EiaEfi) +2H" vH
g" + Qafi + KKafi - 2 K" vK

fiu

Contraction of expression (14) widi */a0 yields the result

1aeRal> = 'VaE" - EaE" + 2Ha0H
a0 + Q + K1 - 2KapK"p +

(13)

(14)

(15)

Subtraction of expression (13) from expression (15) then gives the expression for R, which is

R = - 2 EaE" + Q + K2 - d,K . (16)

Now, from the definition (10) of Ea, it is easy to show that the first two terms on the
right hand side of expression (16) can be replaced by the quantity 2^~i\e~*da(^e*E") +
dti^ie^gaE")]. And concerning the last four terms, let us introduce the quantity w" ,̂ defined
as

It then follows that

and it is also possible to show that

Thus, expression (16) reduces to

19)

+ Ifnll!l
nl1 + Q + 7 '( \n2 TT^TT"") + -y-i^fl
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When ga = 0 , then i&p = ga0, Kap = Kap and •n"? = iraS, implying that expression

(20) coincides with the one used in 12|. But when ga y 0, then these expressions differ, and in fact

(20) is the more concise of the two. (This feature may turn out not to be trivial if one wishes to

generalize the formalism to theories containing higher-derivative terms H,1, when total derivatives

with respect to space or time in the quantity ^/gR cannot be dropped.)

After integrating over the invariant volume element dV ~ dx" d? fcs/^g = dx° \fi

did?& ^ 7 , and discarding the first two terms in expression (20), which are complete derivatives

with respect to space or time, we obtain the action,

+ *T*< 2 ^ ) + **Q + *^ HS = -j (21)

Expression (21) is in hamiltonian form. This can be verified by replacing the first term

in the integrand by —*affdoiap, after discarding a time derivative, so that

(22)

Setting the variation of S with respect to n"? equal to zero now yields the primary constraint

equation

which coincides precisely with the definition (17) of w^. It also shows (see the discussion by

Gerlach [6]) that the (proper) time t where di = e*dx", can be regarded as the parameter time o

introduced by Tomonaga |7[, which is to be expected in the chronometrically invariant formalism.

This is further clarified by writing the action (22) entirely in terms of t rather than X, as

(24)

in which we have also introduced the metric ^~ap,i>p °f six-dimensional superspace. This quantity

is defined in terms of the metric iap in exactly the same way that the superspace metric Gappp of

DeWitt 151 is defined in terms of the metric gap. Thus,

r = ! , - * ( 7 m , 7 / , + 7 a p 7 / J u _ la 7 ) (25)

Substituting expression (23) into the integrand of (24), we obtain the equivalent expres-

S= -^ J dxa
(26)

in which all of the dependence upon <j> has been written explicitly. Clearly, there is no dynamics

associated with this field, because the primary constraint vanishes, w( i£) = dCfd$ - 0 , implying

that 6S/&<t> must vanish. This gives the (super-) hamiltonian constrain)

'H EE -rnfli l,pir™'V'1+ Q + 3Hc0H
ap = 0

5

(27)

As mentioned above, this equation is simply thechronometrically invariant component j(e~2* Rixi +

lapR"1*) - E 2*Tbo = 0, and its correctness can be verified directly by the addition of expressions

(13) and (15). (Notice thai the terms in Ba cancel out, which is why there is no kinetic term in-

volving <f> in the Lagrangian £) .

The Wheeler-DeWitt equation *KV = 0 for the wave function of the universe *F is

now obtained by promoting the canonical momenta into operators in the standard way, via the

replacements w0^ —» -»6/fi7a^ and (ignoring operator-ordering problems) is thus

f s2

Equation (28) is the chief result of the paper.

0 (28)

3. THE MOMENTUM CONSTRAINT EQUATION

In the derivations of Eq.(28), it has been tacitly assumed that the field ga is also not

dynamical, and since HaP does contain derivatives of ga with respect to (coordinate) time, then

this issue requires investigation.

The equation of motion for ga is

dc

Only the last term in the integrand of (26) is relevant, and can be written as

(29)

(30)

(31)

For a stationary gravitational field, when 'da = da and Kap = 0, then Eq.(31) is the

component e~*R$ = 0 of the Einstein equations, as can be checked by referring to [ 11- When the

gravitational field depends upon time, however, this component reads

Substitution of expression (30) into equation (29) leads to the equation

= 0 . (32)

The trouble now is thai the additional term" V/Ki ^ " ^ ) cannot possibly be derived from a chrono-

metrically invariant lagrangian density via Eq.(29), because it would require the presence of a term

~ HagK01^ in C, which vanishes identically, by symmetry. For the sake of self-consistency, we

therefore impose the condition

*7rn''J) = 0 . (33)

T r T



Addition of Hqs. (31) and (33) then yields Hqs.(32).

When ga = 0, then "V = V a , fa0 = ga0 and ir"" = *"". Eqs.(31) vanish and Eqs.(33)
reduce to the classical momentum constraint equations (Eq.(E.2.34) of |3|). Thus, it is clear that the
chronometrically invariant version of the momentum constraint is indeed represented by Eqs.(33),
and hence that Eq.(31) can be regarded as purely classical, governing the gauge field ga. Al-
though derivatives with respect to coordinate time x° are present, they occur in the combination
of a chronometrically invariant spatial derivative "da, whilst chronometric invariant time deriva-
tives di are absent. This is the point which justifies our not seeking operator replacements for the
quadratic term Hap in Eq.(27) - the primary momentum constraint vanishes, dC/d{dtga) ~ 0.
(Similarly, we do not regard the time derivatives in Q as dynamical, because they always occur as
chronometrically invariant spatial derivatives.)

Equations (33) can be regarded as a gauge condition on the field y ^ , which is reminiscent
of the derivative with respect to time of the spatial components of the de Donder-Lanczos gauge
condition

t = 0 . (34)

Wheeler 15] has pointed out, in the formalism [2], that the momentum constraint is sat-
isfied automatically if the configuration space is identified with supcrspace rather than with the
physical space, and his reasoning applies equally to the present formulation. From this viewpoint,
too, Eqs (33) appear merely as a gauge condition, the true dynamics being contained in Eq.(28).

4. THE (<"*) COMPONENTS OF THE EINSTEIN EQUATIONS

So far, we have obtained four of the Einstein equations. The remai ning six are represented
by the chronometrically invariant components Rafi - %ga0R = 0. In the hamiltonian formulation,
they describe the time evolution of ir"^, and are constructed by combining expressions (14), (16)
and (17) to give

- 2*„

= 0 (35)

reads 7i2

In the case <t> = 0, ga = ()(Ea = 0, / / a / J = 0), it can be verified that the equation
= 0 reduces to Eq.(35), taking into account the hamiltonian constraint (27), which then
2-nnlsif

a^ + 2^Q = 0. More generally, however, it is necessary to transform to a different
canonical momentum before the equation of motion can be derived. This procedure is not trivial,
and is explained in ihe second of Rcfs.|2| for Ilic momentum Tinfl . In this |>;ipcr, we shall not go
into the details of ihc analogous insiislbrnuilion for the field •a1'1''.

T-WW

5. DISCUSSION

The Wheeler-DeWitt equation has mostly been studied in the context of cosmology,
where the metric contains no space-time cross terms, even if the Universe is rotating. Then, the
formalism described above coincides exactly with that based upon the canonical parametrization
of Arnowitt et al f2|. But space-times with ga J 0 do exist, and hence there arises the question
of what is the correct "physical" wave function of the theory. The viewpoint adopted in this paper
is that this wave function should be associated with the momentum ir™̂  which is canonically con-
jugate to the physical three-space iap, which is the metric actually measured by an observer, as
explained by Landau and Lifschitz [8].

As far as stationary-metrics are concerned, the Kerr-Newrnan family is the essential
exemplar of a physically realistic solution to the Einstein equations, and illustrates the difference
between the quantities 7ra^ and i\aff. Referring to formula (4), the term gap is equal to zero, but
there is a non-vanishing contribution to w0" produced by the component Ni. It is sufficient to
consider an uncharged, slowly rotating black hole of mass 8 TTM (in the present notation), retaining
only linear terms in the angular momentum parameter a. The interval can then be written in Boyer-
Lindquist coordinates (x°, r, 9, f/i) as

da1 = ( l - 2
(36)

To this order of approximation, the spatial metrics gap and iap coincide, and are given
by

ga0 — 7a0 = diagK 1 — 2 M r ~ ) ~ , r , r sin 9], g"^ = y ^ = diag[{ 1 — 2M~ ) , T , r c o s '
(37)

The lapse function N - e* and shift vector Na = e*ga are

N = (1 - 2 M r V , Na = (0 ,0 ,2^01 - " ' sin2 ff), Na = (0 ,0 ,2 Mar"3) (38)

The covariant spatial derivatives of Na are given by the formula

Na\0 = Na,p — ^pNp ,

where the Christoffel indices \ia are defined as

1
- 9a0,r) ,

and the non—vanishing components \^g are

(39)

(40)

(41)



The formulae (39) then imply that

(42)

Thus, from formulae (4), (38) and (42), we find that there is a non-vanishing component of the
canonical momentum S°^, namely

5r31 =5rn = 3 Mar~2 sin 6 , (43)

This result is very unexpected, because the space-time is stationary, and therefore one
would not have predicted it to possess any dynamics. Furthermore, the quantization of the hamil-
tonian constraint involves replacing TT31 by an operator -i6/&gsi. This also looks very strange,
because the original spatial metric is diagonal and the components <hi are absent.

Thus, there is no possibility of making sense of a solution in the context of the semi-
classical approximation, even if we assume that *F does not depend upon g$\. For then the classical
hamittonian constraint H = 0 is replaced by the quantum equation (H - Ga^^pTra^Tr"'1)4J =
0, which would enforce the solution *P = 0. And this in turn disagrees with the path-integral
expression V ~ exp(iS), according to which 1* = a (finite) constant when R = 0, and hence
s = a.

It now seems clear that something has gone awry. Nor can these inconsistencies be re-
moved by changing the coordinate system, since the shift vector cannot be set equal to zero globally.
But they disappear immediately when the chronomeirically invariant formalism is used, for then
we have a canonical momentum TT"^ which depends only upon lime derivatives of */ap and hence
vanishes for all stationary space-times, implying that there is then no quantum dynamics, in agree-
ment with physical intuition. Formally, it is possible to set 4* = 1, which satisfies the hamiltonian
constraint *Hi> = 0, since *H = 0.

The semi-classical approximation to quantum gravity has recently been discussed and
reviewed in Refs. [9|, where it is explained how solutions to ihe Wheeler-DeWitt equation can be
expanded as a series in m~2. It is assumed that no complete quantum theory of gravity is known.
But if the superstring theory is correct, then we do indeed have a theory of gravity which is finite.
Its effective lagrangian is a power series in the higher-dimensional curvature terms (10)

(44)

where a ' (~ mj;) is the slope parameter. The zeroth-order contribution is the Einstein • [ lilbcrt
term R coupled to a dilaton (assuming the three- index h'eld HAHC IO vanish). For this system, at
least in the mini-siiperspace approximation, it is possible to find an exact functional solution 4* to
the Wheeler-DeWitl equation for which T = 1 in the semi-classical approximation, thai is, when
a solution to the classical field equations is substituted into the expression for T 1111.

Thus, one might expect the Wheeler-DeWitt equation to be exactly soluble also for the
vacuum Einstein theory, and we have shown thus to be true for a stationary space time containing
non-vanishing metric components ga, which is the simplest non-trivial case.
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